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This presentation is for discussion and general informational purposes only. Under no circumstances is this presentation to be used or considered as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. This presentation should not be construed 

as legal, tax, investment, financial or any other category of advice. The views expressed herein represent the opinions of Starboard, and are based on publicly available information with respect to Bloomin’ Brands, Inc. Certain financial information and data 

used herein have been derived or obtained from public filings, including filings made by the company with the securities and exchange commission (“SEC”), and other sources. 



Disclaimer
Except where otherwise indicated herein, this presentation is as of the date indicated on the cover, is not complete and is subject to change. This presentation is for general information purposes only, is not complete and does not constitute 

advice or a recommendation to enter into or conclude any transaction or buy or sell any security (whether on the terms shown herein or otherwise). This presentation and the information contained herein should not be construed as an offer 

to buy any interest in any fund advised by, or enter into any managed account arrangement with, Starboard Value LP (“Starboard”). All investments involve risk, including the risk of total loss. Past performance is not indicative of future 

results. This presentation is only for qualified investors and is not intended for public use or distribution.

The views and information contained in this presentation represent the opinions of Starboard as of the date hereof. Starboard reserves the right to change any of its opinions expressed herein at any time, but is under no obligation to update 

the data, information or opinions contained herein at any time. The information contained in this presentation is provided for general informational purposes only, is not complete and may not contain all of the information required in order 

to evaluate the value of the companies discussed in this presentation. None of the information contained herein represents advice or a recommendation to enter into or conclude any transaction or buy or sell any security (whether on the 

terms shown herein or otherwise). This presentation should not be construed as legal, tax, investment, financial or other advice. Investors should seek independent financial advice regarding the suitability of investing in any securities or of 

following any investment strategies; Starboard is not offering nor providing such services in connection with this presentation.

The views expressed in this presentation are based on publicly available information, including information derived or obtained from filings made with the Securities and Exchange Commission and other regulatory authorities and from third 

parties. Starboard recognizes that there may be nonpublic or other information in the possession of the companies discussed herein that could lead these companies and others to disagree with Starboard’s conclusions. Starboard has not 

sought or obtained consent from any third party to use any statements or information indicated herein as having been obtained or derived from statements made or published by third parties, nor has it paid for any such statements. None of 

Starboard, its affiliates, its or their representatives, agents or associated companies or any other person makes any express or implied representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of the information contained in 

this presentation, or in any other written or oral communication transmitted or made available to the recipient. Information presented from third parties has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, however, no representation or 

warranty is made, express or implied, as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of such information. Starboard, its affiliates and its representatives, agents and associated companies expressly disclaim any and all liability based, in whole or 

in part, on such information, errors therein or omissions therefrom.

There is no assurance or guarantee with respect to the prices at which any securities of the company will trade, and such securities may not trade at prices that may be implied herein. The estimates, projections, pro forma information and 

potential impact of the analyses set forth herein are based on assumptions that Starboard believes to be reasonable as of the date of this presentation, but there can be no assurance or guarantee that actual results or performance of the 

Company will not differ, and such differences may be material.

The analyses provided may include certain forward-looking statements, estimates and projections prepared with respect to, among other things, the historical and anticipated operating performance of the companies discussed in this 

presentation, access to capital markets, market conditions and the values of assets and liabilities, and the words “anticipate,” “believe,” “expect,” “potential,” “could,” “opportunity,” “estimate,” “plan,” and similar expressions are generally 

intended to identify such forward-looking statements. Such statements, estimates, and projections reflect Starboard’s various assumptions concerning anticipated results that are inherently subject to significant economic, competitive, and 

other uncertainties and contingencies. Thus, actual results may vary materially from the estimates and projected results contained herein. No representations, express or implied, are made as to the accuracy or completeness of such 

statements, estimates or projections or with respect to any other materials herein and Starboard disclaims any liability with respect thereto. In addition, Starboard will not undertake and specifically disclaims any obligation to disclose the 

results of any revisions that may be made to any projected results or forward-looking statements in this presentation to reflect events or circumstances after the date of such projected results or statements or to reflect the occurrence of 

anticipated or unanticipated events.

All registered or unregistered service marks, trademarks and trade names referred to in this presentation are the property of their respective owners, and Starboard’s use herein does not imply an affiliation with, or endorsement by, the 

owners of these service marks, trademarks and trade names. 

It should not be assumed that Starboard will make investments in the future similar to those described herein.
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Starboard has Significant Experience in Restaurants

Source: Papa John’s and Darden websites.
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We’re Back with Another Restaurant Conglomerate: Bloomin’ Brands

Source: Company filings. 

Bloomin’s primary concepts have 145 years of operating history and cumulative brand equity

Bloomin’ Brands Principal Restaurant Concepts

Year Founded

# Co. Owned Units 

LTM 2Q23

Restaurant Sales (mm)

1988 1986 2000 1998

562 199 170 64

$2,277 $695 $564 $378

1998

148

$464

BRAZIL
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Darden and Bloomin’ Have Comparable Top Restaurant Concepts

Source: Company websites. 

Both Darden and Bloomin’s two largest concepts are in the Italian and steak categories
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Outback Is an Iconic Concept with Tremendously Valuable Brand Equity

Source: Company website; YouTube. 

Outback, Bloomin’s largest concept, is our top focus for operational improvement and value creation
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The Bloomin’ Onion Is an American Staple, Reflecting the Reach of the 

Outback Brand

Source: Outback Steakhouse/People Magazine. 

The Bloomin’ Onion is Outback’s – and Bloomin’s – most famous and recognizable dish
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However, There Is Significant Opportunity for Operational Improvement 

at Outback

Source: Company filings. Traffic reflects company-reported figures as component of company-reported comparable restaurant sales.

 

Improving execution in the restaurants and creating a better customer experience are critical for the value creation opportunity at Bloomin’

Outback vs. Peers: CY22-23 Casual Dining Steakhouse Traffic
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Like Outback, Olive Garden Suffered from Execution Issues Prior to 

Starboard’s Involvement at Darden

Source: Company filings. Same-store sales reflect company-reported same-restaurant sales figures.

Starboard seeks to leverage its experience turning around Olive Garden in improving operational execution at Outback

Olive Garden Same-Store Sales

Starboard Joins 

DRI Board in 

October 2014

Starboard Exits 

DRI Board in 

April 2016
Gene Lee Named 

President and 

COO of  Darden 

in September 

2013
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Driven by This Difference in Operational Execution, Bloomin’ Trades at a 

Meaningful Valuation Discount to Its Top Peers

Source: Capital IQ; Bloomberg; Company filings. Estimates represent consensus figures.

Starboard has identified the aforementioned peers as the most relevant peer set for comparing BLMN’s valuation multiple. Starboard believes these provide the most appropriate peer comparisons and align with the Company’s self-selected peer set. This

presentation is a determination that is subject to a certain degree of subjectivity. As the full universe of potential peers is not listed here, the comparisons made herein may differ materially if other firms had been included. 

Bloomin’s EV/CY24E EBITDA Multiple vs. Conglomerate (DRI) and Casual Dining Steak (TXRH) Peers
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Bloomin’ Trades at a Significant Discount to Its Top Peers on a Free Cash 

Flow Basis, Creating a Highly Attractive Free Cash Flow Yield

Source: Capital IQ. Estimates represent consensus figures.

Starboard has identified the aforementioned peers as the most relevant peer set for comparing BLMN’s free cash flow yield. Starboard believes these provide the most appropriate peer comparisons and align with the Company’s self-selected peer set. This 

presentation is a determination that is subject to a certain degree of subjectivity. As the full universe of potential peers is not listed here, the comparisons made herein may differ materially if other firms had been included. 

CY24E Levered Free Cash Flow Yield vs. Conglomerate (DRI) and Casual Dining Steak Peers (DRI/TXRH)
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However, the Roles Used to Be Reversed…

Source: Bloomberg; Capital IQ. Estimates represent consensus figures.

Prior to Starboard’s involvement in Darden, Bloomin’ traded above Darden

Bloomin’ vs. Darden CY13 Average EV/NTM EBITDA Multiple
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…Because Prior to Starboard’s Involvement, Bloomin’ Used to Execute 

Better than Darden

Source: Company filings. The restaurants presented are concepts of Bloomin’ and Darden.

Bloomin’s superior operational execution drove its valuation premium to Darden

FY14 BLMN vs. DRI: Same-Store Sales by Concept
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There Is Great Opportunity for Value Creation in Narrowing the 

Operational Execution Gap Versus Darden

Source: Capital IQ. Estimates represent consensus figures. 

CY23E EBITDA Margin
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The Key Ingredient for Value Creation at Bloomin’ Is Inside the Outback 

Restaurants

Source: Outback; CNN.

Improved quality and consistency in service and food are part of the recipe for happier customers and, ultimately, success at Outback

Opportunities for Operational Improvement at Outback
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Outback’s Branding Must Re-Embrace Fun

Source: YouTube.

Older commercials featured cowboys, explorers, surfers, musicians, football, and the outdoors – showcasing the fun in the Outback concept
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Bloomin’s Other Major Concepts Are Attractive Growth Levers and 

Valuation Drivers

Source: Company website; CNBC.

Bloomin’s Other Primary Restaurant Concepts
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Outback Brazil Is a Gem that Is Overlooked by U.S. Investors

Source: Company filings; Knapp Track data; The Washington Post. Quotes are bolded and underlined for emphasis.

With 25 years of operating history, Outback is the casual dining steakhouse category leader in Brazil that warrants a premium, not a discount

Outback Brazil vs. Casual Dining Industry ‘22 vs. ‘19 Comp Sales

“…America’s riff  on Australian barbecue has gained 

extraordinary cachet in Brazil — a love affair that is only deepening. 

For five years running, the chain has been voted Rio de Janeiro’s 

most popular restaurant.”

“[T]he chain has become a cultural touchstone for many 

Brazilians, more experience than meal, where people can indulge 

decadence and celebrate life’s biggest milestones. A birthday. A job 

promotion. Even an engagement.”
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Source: Company filings and websites. Unit counts of public companies represent company-owned units in last reported period. Quotes are bolded and underlined for emphasis.

Starboard has identified the aforementioned concepts as the most relevant set of comparable concepts to Carrabba’s, BLMN’s Italian concept. As the full universe of potential peers is not listed here, the comparisons made herein may differ materially if other 

concepts had been included. This presentation is a determination that is subject to a certain degree of subjectivity. As the full universe of potential peers is not listed here, the comparisons made herein may differ materially if other firms had been included.

There is extensive white space in the casual dining Italian space for Carrabba’s, a concept with 37 years of operating history, to grow into the clear #2

Italian Casual Dining Unit Count

“…there’s an opportunity for Carrabba’s clearly…more to come on 

development, but Carrabba’s certainly earned the right to more expansion.” 

– Dave Deno, CEO, 2Q23 Earnings Call

Scaling Carrabba’s Is an Attractive Opportunity
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Capital Allocation Is Another Compelling Lever for Value Creation

Source: Capital IQ, Company filings. Estimates represent consensus figures. 

Market figures as of 10/13/23. Market cap based on 2Q 2023 reported fully diluted share count. Maintenance capex reflects top end of company disclosed range in Q2 2022 earnings call.  

Between capex across brands, a dividend, and buybacks, there is significant potential for capital allocation optimization to drive shareholder value

Bloomin’ Generates a Quarter of  its Market Cap per Year in Discretionary Cash Flow
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Bloomin’ Has Ambitious Targets for New Unit Expansion, Giving 

Shareholders a Win-Win Setup 

Source: Company filings. The restaurants presented are concepts of Bloomin.

Unit targets represent company-stated targets of 75-100 (~88 at the midpoint) additional Outback U.S. units from Q1 2022, 100 total Fleming’s units from Q4 2022, and 300 total Outback Brazil units as stated in the Q2 2023 earnings call. 

With a high bar for new store ROI, Bloomin’ shareholders face a win-win setup: build stores with high ROIs or return capital to shareholders

Target New Units by Restaurant Concept

BRAZIL
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Bloomin’ Trades at an Attractive Discount to Its Top Peers and Has Truly 

Great Brands

Source: Capital IQ; Company website. Estimates represent consensus figures. Bloomin’s primary concepts reflect a selection of the Company’s owned concepts.

Starboard has identified the aforementioned peers as the most relevant peer set for comparing BLMN’s valuation multiple. Starboard believes these provide the most appropriate peer comparisons and align with the Company’s self-selected peer set. This

presentation is a determination that is subject to a certain degree of subjectivity. As the full universe of potential peers is not listed here, the comparisons made herein may differ materially if other firms had been included. 

Bloomin’ EV/CY24E EBITDA Multiple vs. Top Peers

BRAZIL

Bloomin’s Primary Restaurant Concepts
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